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Harmonizing Forces:
Astrid Bastin and Miler Lagos
Sometimes by not belonging, one belongs. It is through unbecoming that one becomes, precisely
because the process of becoming has nothing to do with what came before. To belong is to be
different, not similar, to what already is out there to compare oneself.
Astrid Bastin Projects is not not a commercial gallery just as it is not not an experimental platform for
art activities that are by their very nature non-commercial (that is, activities that are qualitative rather
than quantitative). It is both these things, even if they seem to be the antithesis of one another. It is
by not being like anything else that AB Projects will start to belong, here in Toronto, as a new force
that has, by its very definition, nothing to define itself by.
Artist Miler Lagos is a bit of the same kind of character, or at least his artwork has a congruency
befitting the hybrid nature of this in-between art project “thing”—the not not concept that defines
its identity as indefinable. Lagos’ practice may be looked at through the incongruous nature of his
materials that he combines or alters to engineer new structural possibilities for forms already present
in the world around us. His work proposes new ways of understanding those elements, especially
when they pertain to established systems of power, authority, and knowledge production. He often
combines these symbols—such as monuments or architectural forms, government or academic
institutions—with correspondingly charged materials only to build them up anew by breaking them
down—rebuilding them from the ground up so that they can be ground down into something new.
Despite the not not definition by which both AB Projects and Miler Lagos’ artwork define themselves
by not belonging, their work is a harmonizing, not a dissembling, force. Both of them bring different
elements together and make something new out of old ideas. Things may look like familiar, such as a
commercial gallery or a tree, for instance, but only on the surface. Rather these things are a foil—or
disguise—for something much more unsettling, much more unrecognizable than we could ever have
imagined.
It is apt then that Miler Lagos, one of many important young artists coming out of Colombia today, is
the artist to inaugurate AB Projects with his ambitious new work purposefully built for The Department
over the past month while he was in residency in Toronto. Luckily for us, Astrid Bastin Projects is
committed to cultural exchange, affording us the occasion to experience Miler Lagos’ work and, in
turn, offering Lagos the opportunity to make new work from his experiences here in Toronto.
In the arts in Toronto, we need to support new ideas and forge new hybrid forms of activity here if we
are to originate and innovate from this place. I applaud Astrid Bastin for her bravery as an outsider
who belongs here as much as us.
– Emelie Chhangur, 2010

Harmonizing forces:
Miler Lagos’ work is not about nature, yet it uses
nature’s forms. It is not about sculpture, yet he
sculpts materials and form. It is not conceptual,
yet his ideas don’t require a physical precedent.
It is not vernacular, yet it uses the local to investigate universal concerns. It is transcendental,
yet it deals with materiality.
Difficult to pin down, Lagos utilizes techniques
that move, with apparent ease, between sculpture, photo, video, collage, and installation.
Lagos’ work seeks answers to questions surrounding knowledge production, nature, and
culture: how knowledge becomes legitimized,
for example, and how nature plays a role in
creating and disseminating knowledge. He unfolds structures of knowledge by playing with
the nature of the materials he works with, and
examining the physical locations from which his
work emanates.
Lagos studied engineering for four years before
switching to art school. Indeed, his engineering
background explains his approach to materials
and why most of his work involves designing
new processes to alter materials. Lagos’ choices
of materials are never random or neutral: he
thrives on exploring the relationship between the
materials that he uses and the culture at large.
Weeds, newspapers, books, foam, pigeons, and
oil are just some of the materials Lagos has used
to make art.

record of the culture that created knowledge in
printed form? Lagos’ work encourages viewers
to reconcile what they think they are seeing with
what the materials are actually communicating.
By testing issues of knowledge production,
nature, and culture, Lagos’ work also addresses
the influence of the places from which it emanates. It investigates the limits of what we consider local in an increasingly interconnected world.
For example, Vista en Planta (2009), created in
Valparaiso, Chile, tracks the botanical lineage of
several seemingly indigenous weeds: in fact, the
plants had arrived to Chile from all corners of
the world, brought over by waves of immigrants
and sailors over centuries — an early example
of globalization.
Canada provides an especially fertile environment for Lagos’ themes. Canada’s relationship
to nature has always been a huge part of its history — whether it pertains to the First Nations’
understanding of the landscape, the historic
importance of Canada’s waterways to develop
communication routes, or the industrialization
of the country’s natural resources. All of these
elements combine to make Lagos’ work particularly relevant within the Canadian context. I am
happy to present the first solo exhibition of the
artist’s work in this country.
— Astrid Bastin

The scale can be minute, as in the case of
Attraction (2009), which consisted of a small
puddle of oil, or imposing, as with Semillas
Magicas (2008), a eleven-foot tall tree-like
sculpture. In Silence Dogood (2010), Miler replicated a cross section of a tree using rolled-up
newspapers. Is it a commentary on journalism
and the dissemination of knowledge, or is it a
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Lugares Soberanos (2002)
In Lugares Soberanos [Sovereign Places], developed at the faculty of Art in
Bogota’s National University, Lagos filled a gallery with marble-like Ionic
columns. Marble columns have been traditionally viewed as a symbol of
power, and are strongly associated with the European history of sculpture,
especially ancient Greece and its ideals of beauty. The fact that the work
was exhibited in a university references how cultural institutions implicitly
convey power and knowledge.
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Inmersos (2004–2008)
Inmersos [Immersed] consists of several
interventions made to partially limbless public
sculptures in Bogotá and Medellín. Lagos added
legs, which he sculpted from foam and made to
look like cast metal. The legs remained in place
for a couple of hours before they were stolen
or fell off, giving the work a temporary quality,
while at the same time bringing into question
the inherent immutability of history.
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El Papel Aguanta Todo (2008)
One of Lagos’ best-known works, El Papel
Aguanta Todo [Paper Endures Everything] is
composed of various tree-like sculptures made
out of sand-carved paper. In creating the piece,
the paper was friction-burnt giving it the look
and smell of a real tree. Some of the trunks were
made out of art history and economics books, as
a commentary on the historical structures that
create order. This group of work suggests that
nothing is natural, i.e., if we dig deep enough,
we will be able to see the structure that creates
an order. It also builds on the idea that the
foundation of all understanding originates in
nature, and examines how man has used it to
create and disseminate knowledge.
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From the Trees Which Were Born Before Christ (2009)
During his residence at Gasworks in London, 2009, Lagos compressed thousands of copies of a print
by Carl Von Martius to create a tree-like sculpture for the exhibition entitled Everything Has a Name
or the Potential to Be Named. In this work, Lagos explores the imposition of ideologies and religion
on other cultures — a theme which Lagos reinforces through his decision to title his own work after
that of Von Martius.
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Silence Dogood (2010)
For Philagrafika (Philadelphia) curated by José
Roca, Lagos worked with four tons of newspaper,
which he split, glued, rolled up, and sand-carved
to create what looks like the cross section of a
tree. In a metaphorical way, the artist assumed
the role of nature. A ring on a tree indicates
life span, carrying with it information about its
environmental history. But the rings created by
Lagos carry portions of Philadelphia’s history,
examining how knowledge is disseminated in a
modern society. The curator, José Roca, further
recognizes that “the authority of the print, and
by extension, all that is written, carries the
authority of the institution.”
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Vista en Planta (2010)
For the exhibition Valparaiso: InTERventions (Valparaiso, Chile) curated by
José Roca, Jorge Díez, and Paulina Varas, Lagos created Vista en Planta
[Plant Views]. With the aid of a botanist, he classified weeds that had
compromised the structure of Suberacaseaux, an abandoned nineteenth
century palace located in the sea-port town of Valparaiso. Some of the
weeds were indigenous but the majority were not, which leads us to
wonder about the importance of immigration in a seemingly remote
place like Valparaiso. The weeds were an analogy of Valparaiso’s eclectic
architecture and social fabric, reflecting the waves of immigrants that
have come together over centuries to make the city a unique and cohesive
whole.
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Tree-ring Dating (2010)
As part of the residency program at AB Projects in Toronto, Lagos developed
a series of collages using 400 newspaper pages. “The idea came from
the rings that become visible in a tree’s trunk when when it is cut — they
not only reveal the tree’s age, but also information about environmental
conditions at different moments in time. … The sheets of newspaper form
concentric circles, evoking time in the same way as when it is recorded in
trees,” Lagos says. “They work as information archives.”
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Pieces of Paper is the second publication of the Pieces series of chapbooks
published by the Art Gallery of York University.
This installment is published on the occasion of Miler Lagos’ residency and
exhibition in Toronto organised by AB Projects. Lagos’ work explores the
relationship between knowledge production, nature, and culture within different
contexts. This interwoven relationship examines and promotes a radical way of
thinking about how we see the world and what structures influence it.
Lagos was born in 1973 in Bogotá, where he lives and works. He graduated from
the National University in 2002 and completed a residency program at Gasworks
in London, UK, in 2009. He has presented numerous solo and group exhibitions
across the world, including: Interventions (Valparaiso, 2010), Philagrafika
(Arthur Ross Gallery, Philadelphia 2010), Attraction (Faria-Fabregas Gallery,
Caracas, 2009), Naturaleza Grafica, 2nd Triennial Poligrafica (San Juan, Puerto
Rico, 2009), Other Flora (Nara Roesler Gallery, São Paulo, 2008), and El Papel
Aguanta Todo (Nueveochenta Gallery, Bogotá, 2008).
AB Projects is an independent and mobile platform for cultural exchange
involving artists living in Latin America and Canada. Toronto’s multicultural
context serves as an important laboratory to identify, articulate, and give
visibility to some of Latin America’s complexities, and to reach heterogeneous
audiences. AB Projects’ strategy is not only to promote and disseminate art,
but also to provide an opportunity for artists to experience life in Canada and
Latin America. At AB Projects, we develop our program across multiple vectors:
collaboration with art institutions, galleries, residency programs, and mobile
exhibition spaces.
Through these different approaches, AB Projects aims to foster sustained
communication and collaboration with local institutions such as the Art Gallery
of York University.
AB Projects would like to recognize the contributions of the following people to
this publication — their support, advice, and guidance was extremely valuable:
Philip Monk, Emelie Chhangur, Suzanne Carte-Blanchenot, Michael Maranda,
Gloria Bernal, Lorena Torres Loaiza, and Miler Lagos.

All images courtesy the artist and AB projects. The cover image is part of
Lagos’ Vista en Planta project, the inside front cover is of Semillas Magicas, and
the inside back cover is of El Papel Aguanta Todo. Installation views of El Papel
Aguanta Todo were taken by Oscar Monsalve.
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